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By: Charles A. Clark 

Committee Chairman: Dr. David Meiselman 

Economics Department 

(ABSTRACT) 

This paper is an evaluation of the efficiency of the 

Government National Mortgage Association (GNMA) mortgage- 

backed securities market. GNMA securities represent a $702 

billion market. Despite this size, the securities do not 

trade on an organized exchange. Trading on an organized 

exchange implies that a maximum amount of available 

information is incorporated into prices. Consequently can 

the GNMA market be efficient? 

An efficient market, as posited by Eugene Fama and others, 

is one where all of the information available in a market is 

incorporated in the prices in that market. There are various 

levels of efficiency ranging from the use of all publicly 

available information to the use of that information plus



information not generally available (i.e. proprietary and 

"insider" information".) This paper considers the more 

general case of information available in period t not being 

used in that period but rather being incorporated in the 

prices of period ttn. 

The analysis uses monte carlo simulation to generate paths 

of discount rates based on the yield curve for U.S. Treasury 

securities. These periodic rates along with a common spread 

are used to discount the estimated cash flows on the GNMA 

securities. The common spread is termed the Option Adjusted 

Spread ("OAS") and is postulated to incorporate all of the 

market information over and above that used in setting 

prices (and their corollary, yields) in the Treasury market. 

The test of market efficiency is whether or not the prices 

in period t are correlated with the OAS of a subsequent 

period.
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CHAPTER 1 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

The mortgage-Backed securities market has been one of 

the fastest growing financial markets over the past 23 

years. It started from nothing in 1970 to over $2.9 trillion 

in total cumulative issues through the end of 1993.! 

Despite this level of volume is it possible to have an 

efficient market where there is no centralized price making 

mechanism which is characteristic of the mortgage-backed 

securities (MBS) markets? 

Efficient markets are primarily about the integration, and 

the its speed, of information available to investors in the 

price formation process. This paper will attempt to test the 

hypothesis that the mortgage security markets, or at least a 

portion of it--the Government National Mortgage 

Association’s (GNMA) Mortgage-Backed Securities (MBS)-- is 

  

', Government National Mortgage Association, Federal 
National Mortgage Association and the Federal Home Loan Mortgage 
Corporation.
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effecient. The efficiency concept that I will be adopting is 

that formally enunciated by Eugene Fama in his 1970 paper on 

efficient capital markets.” Based on my reading of Fama, 

market efficiency is essentially an information concept. The 

test of efficiency is the degree to which information 

available to market players is incorporated into a 

securities price. Fama states it very succintly, "A market 

in which prices always ‘fully reflect’ available information 

is called efficient" 

Fama posited three forms, or tests, of efficient markets: 

(1) the weak form, (2) the semi-strong form, and (3) the 

strong form.* These tests are discussed in more detail in 

chapter 3. The discussion which follows is a summarization 

of the different forms and how they relate to this paper. 

Each form is a test of the amount of information available 

and used in the price formation process. The weak form 

efficient market is one in which prices are a simple 

  

* Eugene F. Fama "Efficient Capital Markets: A Review of 
Theory and Empirical Work." The Journal of Finance May 1970: 
383-417. 

> Ibid., 383. 

4 Ibid., 383.
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function of past prices. Because past prices, particularly 

where the instruments are traded on an organized exchange, 

are available to all, or most all, knowledgeable 

participants, a participant cannot consistently earn above 

average profits or returns in excess of equilibrium expected 

5 In terms of the returns (arbitrage free rates of return). 

MBS market, price information is distributed somewhat 

informally because there is no central trading market. The 

absence of a central trading system may mean higher 

information costs which could lead to inefficiency. However, 

This may not be as much of a hinderence as it appears as the 

MBS market has developed trading processes that may be just 

as efficient as the equities market exchanges. This is 

discussed in more detail in Chapter 3. 

The semi-strong form tests whether prices adjust, and how 

quickly, to other publicly available information which 

impacts pricing or the value of a financial instrument. In 

terms of the MBS market, such information primarily includes 

macroeconomic data which indicates trends or possible 

changes in future interest rates and the reaction of market 

participants, including homebuyers as well as investors. 

This "other" information is critical to the MBS market 

  

> Ibid., 386.
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because the cash-flows on MBS are contingent upon actual and 

expected interest rates. Interest rates are probably the 

Single most important factor affecting prepayments on 

mortgage debt which in turn accounts for the variability of 

MBS cash-flows. A more detailed discussion of the 

contingency nature of MBS cash-flows is discussed in chapter 

4. 

The strong form tests of efficient markets are concerned 

with information relevant for the formation of prices which 

may not be available to all participants or not publicly 

available, i.e. private information including proprietary 

models used to analyze information. Because this test 

implies a comparison of trading results among a group of 

participants, I have not elected to analyze the market 

efficiency concept at this level. Information constraints 

are a formidable barrier to performing such analysis. 

The first two forms, the weak and semi-strong, lend 

themselves to an analysis of the availability of information 

which may be relevant to the price formation process and the 

degree to which, and the speed at which, market prices 

reflect that information. Consequently,this paper will test 

to see if the MBS markets are efficient in at least the 

semi-strong sense which implies the weak form as well.
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The test that I will be using is to compare the price 

(actually its corollary, yield) of MBS based on an 

"arbitrage free" pricing model with actual prices and 

determine, through regression analysis, the degree to which 

yields and prices are serially correlated. Yields and prices 

of a security are a function of each other. However, this 

paper will concentrate on yield rather than price because 

the yield on an MBS can be derived somewhat more directly 

than can the price as the price requires a yield for its 

derivation. In fact the paper will develop a surrogate 

variable to represent the yield. That variable is the Option 

Adjusted Spread ("OAS). It is postulated that the OAS 

incorporates all information available to the market at 

period t that is not contained in the Treasury yield curve. 

Hence the rates on the yield curve plus the OAS equal the 

discount rate used to discount security cash flows back toa 

given market price. The OAS is a constant spread across all 

the rates on the yield curve. In this way it serves as a 

yield surrogate. The OAS and its estimation is discussed 

more fully in chapters 5 and 6. 

Correlation of the prices in period t with the OAS in period 

t+n will tend to imply that the prices in period t+n are 

dependent on prices in period t in the sense that all of the 

information available in period t was not fully utilized.
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Hence, prices in t+n include the additional previously 

unutilized information. 

What kinds of impediments might there be to the development 

of an efficient MBS market? We might start with a 

comparison with the equity markets. The equity markets are 

characterized by market specialists or market makers for 

different equities and it is the interaction of all other 

dealers with respect to this particular market maker that an 

exchange price is determined at any point in time for any 

equity security. Moreover, prices are continuously updated 

and revealed through a public quotation process. Based on 

the above discussion, the equities markets should at least 

be efficient with respect to the availability of historical 

prices. 

The mortgage-backed securities market does not have such 

market specialists. Nor does the MBS market have a central, 

price quote system. However, various electronic quotation 

services regularly collect and distribute pricing 

information. 

All major MBS dealers are actively engaged in buying and 

selling the securities but there is no exchange quoted price 

at any point in time. There are various electronic quotation
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services which survey a sample of dealers throughout each 

trading day to ascertain prices and yields on recent trades. 

This information is broadcast continuously during the 

trading day. The price for any one dealers transaction is 

theoretically independent of any other transaction by 

another securities dealer. Under such conditions, can prices 

differ for similar securities thereby establishing a basis 

for arbitrage profits, contrary to one of the central tenets 

of an efficient market. 

A central price making mechanism, such as an organized 

exchange on which financial instruments are traded 

continuously, aids in the rapid, almost instantanious (in 

todays electronic world), communication or transmission of 

certain price making information. Historical prices is one 

such product but past price is not the only information 

which is involved in current price formation. However, prior 

prices help investors form conclusions about other available 

information affecting values of financial instruments. 

While a centralized price information distribution system 

may be extremely helpful to the development and maintenance 

of an efficient market, is it absolutely necessary? I have 

already alluded to the development of a highly automated 

trade quotation system which gathers and analyzes enormous
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amounts of information including the prices of other 

dealers. Moreover, a securities fundamental value is based 

on the expected returns over the expected holding period of 

the investor. Therefore, the factors that are most important 

for price formation are based on information that may not be 

connected to the price information system or past prices. 

These factors briefly mentioned above, for the MBS market, 

are basic macroeconomic data which provides a basis for 

drawing a conclusion about the future direction and levels 

of interest rates. The conclusions of market participants 

regarding these factors are certainly reflected in past 

trading prices. However, the level of concern is with the 

future. In particular, it is the concern with the shape of 

the yield curve over the life or expected life of the 

investment. Again, the yield curve is important because of 

the contingency of MBS cash flows and the nature of the 

discounting process. How readily available is this 

information and to what degree and how quickly is it 

reflected in MBS prices? Given that most of the 

macroeconomic data distributed by the U.S. Government is 

made available through a variety of medium to all market 

participants on a equal basis (ignoring cost of some forms 

and the impediments that may entail to timing of receipt), 

part of the semi-strong form of efficiency test is 

satisfied. How much and how quickly that information becomes
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reflected in prices and whether or not timing provides a 

basis for above market equilibrium returns is another issue. 

The former proposition, the speed at which information is 

capitalized, is to be tested by this research. The latter 

proposition, above market equilibrium returns, is not 

addressed. 

The economic basis for this research is that micro economics 

is concerned with understanding the workings of markets and 

the behavior of individuals interacting in the market place. 

The concept of economic efficiency is fundamental to the 

study of markets. In a competitive market, the total social 

surplus (consumers surplus and producers surplus) is 

maximized when the market is in a competitive equilibrium 

which is also an economically efficient outcome.® To exhaust 

all gains from trade, goods must be allocated in an 

efficient manner. ’ In a Pareto efficient market the 

allocation (price) of efficiently produced products is such 

that it is impossible to improve the welfare of one 

  

° Prof. Robert Mackay, "Microeconomic Theory: Econ 5934 Part 
(Teaching notes, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State 

University, Graduate Economics program in Northern Virginia, Fall 
1991), 12. 

7 Bugene Silberberg. The Structure of Economics: A 
Mathematical Analysis. New York: Mcgraw-Hill, 1978. 477.
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individual without harming the other.* When capital markets 

are informationally efficient (i.e. efficient with respect 

to the capitalization of information), all participants have 

access to similar information which rules out one investor 

having an unfair advantage over another so that one cannot 

consistently improve his position at the expense of the 

other. 

The intent of the 1968 Federal legislation (The Housing and 

Urban Development Act of 1968) creating what was to become 

the seed for the mortgage-backed securities market- the 

creation of the Government National Mortgage Association 

(GNMA)- was to provide equal access to funds for home 

borrowers wherever they may be located. Prior to that time, 

and up to the point where mortgage securities accounted for 

a substantial portion of mortgage originations, the mortgage 

origination industry was highly localized, characterized by 

local lending institutions (primarily savings and loan 

associations) providing funding for local mortgage borrowers 

through deposit collections from savers located within the 

Same geographical area. Consequently, when a local economic 

downturn occurred, funding for mortgages was often only 

available at very high rates of interest and/or non-price 

  

® Mackay, 174.
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factors.°® 

A shortage of housing funds in any market meant that a 

traditional prime engine for economic growth caused either 

further economic decline or sowed the seeds for potential 

economic disruptions either locally or nationally.’ By 

making funds available to home buyers on an equal basis in 

the nation’s capital markets, these disruptions to economic 

growth could be reduced. Funds for housing would be 

available to all borrowers regardless of where they were 

located and regardless of economic conditions, either 

locally or nationally, at a price. If there was to be any 

rationing of funds, it was to be done by the market through 

the pricing mechanism performed by interest rates. 1! 

  

° Lyle E. Gramley, "Short-Term Cycles in Housing 
Production: An overview of the Problem and Possible 
Solutions," in Federal Reserve Sataff Study: Ways to 
Moderate Fluctuations in Housing Construction (Washington, 
D.C.: Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, 
1972), 91. Also Patric H.Hendershott and Robert Van Order, " 

Integration of Mortgage and Capital Markets and the 
Accumulation of Residentail Capital," Regional Science and 
Urban Economics 19 (1989): 198. 

10 Gramley, 124 and 133. 

' Marshall Dennis. Fundamentals of Mortgage lending. 
Reston: Reston Publishing Co., 1978. 40.
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A collateral objective of the legislation was to increase 

the liquidity of mortgages in order to attract non- 

traditional sources of funds into mortgage markets, such as 

pension and retirement funds. This liquidity effect was also 

intended to reduce the relative cost of mortgage credit.” 

While the intent of the concept was noble and the industry 

has developed beyond all expectations at the time, has the 

MBS market also become efficient at performing its 

allocation function? This paper will explore that question 

and try and come to some sort of conclusion with respect to 

GNMA mortgage-backed securities. 

Eugene Fama states that the ideal efficient capital market 

is one in which firms can make production-investment 

decisions and investors can choose among the securities 

under the assumption that securities prices "fully reflect" 

all available information (this implies the "strong" form of 

the efficient markets hypothethis). Such a market Fama calls 

"efficient". 

  

2 William L. Silber. GNMA Pass Through Securities: A 
Market Evaluation. ( Final report on 10 individual 
Department of Housing and Urban Development sponsored 
Studies performed at New York University. Washington, D.C. 
1981). 1.
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Generally, the efficiency tests used by Fama and others is 

of the type which measures whether the periodic return on an 

asset is serially correlated with the prior periods pricing 

error. Such serial correlation implies that all current 

information is not used to fairly price a security. The 

mispricing in period t, due to insufficiently utilized 

information, is partially the basis for the price in period 

t+1. The general model is that the excess market value of 

security J] at time t+1 equals 0 and represents the 

difference between the observed price and the expected price 

at time t+1 based on the information available at time t+1. 

The early empirical work on efficient markets, as well as 

the theory, was related primarily to the equities or stock 

market. Brennan and Schwartz provided some of the early work 

applying market efficiency concepts to the fixed income 

markets. Their research was based on the premise that 

pricing errors produced by a rational or theoretically 

correct pricing model and compared to observed prices would 

be unrelated to subsequent returns which again implied that 

all the information available to the market (without 

specifying the level of informational efficiency although 

Brennan and Schwartz’s work (discussed below) implied the 

"Semi-strong" form ) at the point of pricing is used to
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price a given bond. No information was omitted such that it 

was consistently necessary to discover some additional 

information at a later time and adjust the next periods 

returns. 

1.2 THE MORTGAGE-BACKED SECURITIES MARKET- FORMATION AND 

OPERATION. 

The mortgage securities market is generally characterized by 

a security which is collateralized by a pool or group of 

mortgage loans. Typically loan types (i.e. single family (1 

to 4 units per structure), multifamily and commercial) are 

not mixed within the same pool. Also loan type variants such 

as fixed rate, 30 year maturity loans and adjustable rate 

loans are not mixed within the same pool. Moreover, the 

range of interest rates on the loans in any one pool are 

often restricted to a relatively narrow band or to one 

interest rate. Thus, there tends to be a high degree of 

homogeneity in MBS collateral. 

MBS generally provide for a pass-through of the scheduled 

principal payments on the collateral (the pools amortize 

over time to 0 at maturity, unlike a regular bond which pays 

out the face principal at maturity) to the security holders 

with interest at a specified rate which is less than the
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rate on the loans. The spread provides the security issuer 

with income to service the collateral and the security and 

provide a market return. Part of this return must also cover 

the risk of loss to the issuer in the event that the 

mortgagor (borrower) does not meet its obligation but the 

issuer must continue to meet its obligation to investors. 

Thus, a loss reserve must be established and managed 

throughout the life of the obligation. 

The loans in mortgage or MBS collateral pools often allow 

the borrower to prepay the loan prior to maturity, which 

represents a call on the mortgage, and without the payment 

of a call premium (i.e. an explicit prepayment penalty). 

However, there is an effective or implied call premium in 

terms of the settlement costs incurred by the home-owner in 

a refinance transaction. The funds from the refinance 

transaction are used to call the existing mortgage. 

Through the 2nd quarter of 1993 most all of the MBS have 

been issued by three companies- The Government National 

Mortgage Association (GNMA), The federal National Mortgage 

Association (FNMA) and the Federal Home Loan Mortgage 

Corporation (FHLMC). Based on total outstanding balances, 

GNMA has $413 billion, FNMA has $465.2 billion, FHLMC has 

$422.9 billion and all other issuers (so called "private
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label" issues) have $145.0 billion. 

This paper will focus on GNMA MBS securities the payments on 

which (both as to the amount and time due) are fully 

guaranteed by the U.S. Treasury. While the guaranty rules 

out inefficiency due to possible lack of information on the 

firm, there remains interest rate risk which can be a source 

of inefficiency. The 9% coupon securities will be the coupon 

of choice because it has been issued over various periods 

and has been through a number of interest rate cycles. The 

other two major issuers are Federally sponsored agencies but 

their MBS issues are not guaranteed by the Treasury. 

GNMA MBS are considered a default-risk free bond (the cash 

flows are fully guaranteed by the U.S. government) but with 

uncertain cash flows, due to prepayments on pooled loans, 

throughout the life of the bond. Thus the valuation or 

pricing is based on the buyer (investor) purchasing a stream 

of scheduled cash flows (the mortgages serving as collateral 

for the MBS and providing the cash flow paid to investors 

have an ex-post determined scheduled stream of monthly 

payments) discounted at a market rate of interest (the 

present value of the stream of payments). At the same time 

the seller of the MBS (collectively, the home buyers whose 

loans serve as collateral for a particular MBS as
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represented by an agent, the issuer of the MBS (private 

mortgage lender)) buys a call option from the MBS investor 

with the premium paid up-front. The net of the two payments 

is the MBS price. The call option represents the right of 

the home buyer to payoff (prepay) the loan at any point in 

its life without a penalty. 

Prepayment rates generally are a function of the level of 

interest rates relative to the rate on the mortgage. The 

prepayment option will typically be used when the coupon 

rates on new mortgages at any point in time (t,) are less 

than the coupon on the mortgage contracted for at time (t)). 

This is considered an optimal strategy. However, there is 

also a sub-optimal exercise of the option which simply means 

that the option will be exercised when market mortgage rates 

are at or above the contract rate on the existing mortgage. 

These suboptimal prepayments occur because of such things as 

a home being sold due to a move by a homeowner to another 

city because of a job change, or the home is sold due toa 

change in family circumstances (family aging, divorce, 

etc.). In some cases the homeowner cannot continue to pay 

the mortgage (default case) and cannot sell the home for the 

amount of the outstanding mortgage. In the latter case, the 

mortgage is foreclosed and terminated. While the GNMA
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guaranty precludes any capital loss in such circumstances, 

the interest rate risk from the prepayment remains. 

1.3 RESEARCH PROCEDURE 

I intend to test the efficiency of the GNMA MBS market by 

developing a model which will permit the estimation of 

theoretically correct yields (the Option Adjusted Spread) to 

be compared to observed or actual prices. The various inputs 

to this model are described in Chapters 3,4 and 5. The price 

in each period t, will then be regressed against the option 

adjusted spread (OAS) for the next period t,,, to determine 

the degree of correlation. If the errors are systematically 

related, that will be an indication of market inefficiency, 

i.e. the markets are correcting for the previous periods 

mMispricing in the subsequent period. 

An OAS model is used to determine either the risk premium 

  

3 The material on the OAS model borrows heavily from 
the work of the research department at Prudential Securities 
as presented in various publications as follows: 

Lakhbir S. Hayre "Understanding Option-Adjusted Spreads and 
Their Use." The Journal of Portfolio Management Summer 
1990: 68-69. 

Lakhbir S. Hayre and Kenneth Lauterback. "Partial and Full 
Prepayments and the Modeling of Mortgage Cash Flows." The 
Journal Of Fixed Income 2 September 1991: 

"Stochastic Valuation of Debt Securities." In
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(due to the prepayment option implied in a mortgage, as 

discussed in the chapter on prepayments, Chapter 3) required 

on a MBS relative to a riskless Treasury security given a 

price, or to determine a price given a spread (the OAS) off 

of a Treasury. The pricing of the option on a mortgage is 

the pricing of a contingent claim represented by the option 

of a mortgagor to prepay its mortgage prior to the stated or 

nominal maturity. During the period that it is outstanding, 

interest rates, which are one of the primary determinant of 

prepayments, are not static. Thus, in each future period, 

the level of interest rates determine, or help determine, 

whether the option is exercised in that period or whether 

the remaining pool of mortgages continue for another period 

at which time the option decision must again be made. Future 

prepayment rates for a pool of mortgages will partially 

depend on: the rate of past prepayments in a given pool; 

remaining principal balance; age of security; spread between 

current market rate for new loans and coupon on existing 

  

Managing Institutional assets, ed. Frank Fabozzi, 321-364. 
New York: Harper & Row, 1990. 

Lakhbir S. Hayre, Charles Huang and Vincent Pica. 

  

"Stochastic Horizen Analysis." Journal of Fixed Income 3.1 
June 1993: 

Lakhbir S. Hayre, et al. "Prepayment Analysis and 
Modelling." Prudential Securities December 1993.
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security (this variable will require a lag to allow time for 

decision making and processing of loan applications); and, 

the remaining term to maturity. 

In the OAS model interest rate paths are modeled as close as 

possible to observed rate behavior as possible, which 

assumes future rates should follow a path similar to past 

rate behavior or at least should change over the same range 

as past rates have changed but also move in unpredictable 

ways within those bounds. Moreover, the rate path should be 

arbitrage free. The latter restriction means that a given 

price associated with a spot interest rate on the yield 

curve is equal to the price by discounting periodic cash 

flows by the forward rates implied by the spot rates. 

It is necessary to generate interest rate paths for both 

short and long rates. The short rates are used in 

discounting the periodic cash flows and the long rates are 

used in determining the exercise of the prepayment option 

Since mortgage rates reflect long term obligations. Short 

and long rates typically differ (i.e. there is seldom a flat 

yield curve) and long rates may exceed short rates (a 

positive yield curve) or may be less than short rates (a 

negative yield curve).
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The prepayment option exercise decision will depend ona 

prepayment model which will have to be developed and applied 

to each time period on the various rate paths (see Chapter 3 

for a discussion of that model). The prepayment model will 

be a function of the spread of the contract rate to the 

current long rate as well as the age of the security and the 

previous rate of prepayments. Non-optimal prepayments (i.e. 

those that do not directly positively vary with interest 

rates) will also have to be considered in the prepayment 

model. 

Interest rate movements are modeled by means of a 

probabilistic model using monte carlo statistical simulation 

of the possible rate paths. The simulations will generate a 

number of random interest rate paths where the percentage 

changes are assumed to be normally distributed. The rates 

over each path are averaged to create one path over which 

each periods cash flow are discounted by the rate at each 

point on the path. 

In order to assure that the yield curve is arbitrage free 

and, therefore, mirrors the actual yield curve at any point 

in time, the random numbers (interest rates) generated along 

each path are scaled so that the volatility shown by the 

Simulated interest rate movements match the observed market
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volatilities. Moreover, the drift term normalizes the rate 

distribution such that observed prices match theoretical 

prices. This calibration assures that all rates are 

arbitrage free. The calibration instrument is the drift term 

in the equation (shown below) which allows interest rates 

through time to vary. In order to prevent negative interest 

rates, the rates creation process is lognormal and contains 

a mean reversion process to stop rates from exceeding 

historical bounds. This process is discussed in more detail 

in Chapter 4. 

The equation which I plan to use in generating the short 

term rates along the yield curve is that used by one of the 

larger MBS dealers, and other market participants as well, 

with certain adjustments to reflect the amount of 

information available to me. This is a standard stochastic 

diffusion function using a wiener process to generate the 

random periodic rates, as describes more fully in Chapter 4.



Chapter 2 

The GNMA Mortgage Backed Security 

In their most general sense, mortgage-backed securities 

(MBS) are securities which provide the holder with periodic 

principal and interest payments derived from a collection or 

pool of mortgages that serve as collateral for the security. 

This thesis is focused on MBS which provide the holders with 

a monthly pro rata share of the payments collected or due on 

the collateral. More specifically, the primary focus is on 

Government National Mortgage Association (GNMA) MBS. 

The need to distinguish the specific type of security being 

modeled is important because the type of mortgages 

collateralizing the MBS are somewhat determined by the 

Organization issuing the security. In the case of GNMA, it 

is by law permitted to collateralize its securities only 

with U.S. Government insured or guaranteed loans. The 

Federal National Mortgage Association (FNMA) and the Federal 

Home Loan Mortgage Corporation (Freddy Mac) are not so 

restricted but their charters from the Federal Government 

encourages them to specialize in conventional loans, i.e. 

loans not guaranteed by a government. Experience has shown 

that there is a significant difference in the rate at which 

23
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the two different types of loans repay their principal over 

time. This issue is addressed in more detail in chapter 4, 

Prepayments. 

Through the 2nd quarter of 1993 most all of the MBS have 

been issued by three companies- The Government National 

Mortgage Association (GNMA), The federal National Mortgage 

Association (FNMA) and the Federal Home Loan Mortgage 

Corporation (FHLMC). Based on total outstanding balances, 

GNMA has $413 billion, FNMA has $465.2 billion, FHLMC has 

$422.9 billion and all other issuers (so called "private 

label" issues) have $145.0 billion. 

GNMA was created in the 1968 Housing and Urban Development 

Act as a wholly owned U.S. Government corporation. The 

legislation permits it to issue securities collateralized by 

loans insured by the Federal Housing Administration (FHA) or 

the Veterans Administration (VA) or other federally insured 

Or guaranteed mortgage loans. The GNMA program includes 

securities backed by various types of loans, including loans 

on multifamily properties, mobil home loans and those on 

Single family homes. Within the latter, there are a variety 

of different types, including level payment fixed rate, 

graduated payment and variable rate loans. This thesis will 

be restricted to the level payment fixed rate single family
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loans (SF). 

The GNMA SF program provides that private mortgage lenders 

may segregate or form a pool of mortgage loans (a minimum of 

10 in any single pool) and request GNMA to guaranty a MBS 

collateralized by that pool of loans. If GNMA agrees to the 

request a security is issued and the lender services both 

the loans and the securities on behalf of GNMA. The 

compensation for the government to guarantee, and the lender 

to service, the security is provided by a spread between the 

interest rates on the loans and the interest rate on the 

security. For most GNMA securities the minimum spread is 

fixed by GNMA at .5% or 50 basis points (a basis point is 

equal to 1/100th of 1% or .0001). Of this amount, GNMA 

receives 6 basis points and the servicer 44 basis points. 

The fee is paid monthly. 

The GNMA guaranty provides that if the lender fails to pass 

through the amount of scheduled payments, and any additional 

principal amounts paid by the borrower, on the loans ina 

pool to the investors in that pool by the 15th of each 

month, GNMA will make the payment. The lender is also 

obligated to pass through any prepayments made by the 

borrower in the month after they are received by the lender. 

Prepayments represent loans whose unpaid principal balance
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are paid in full prior to maturity. If the lender does not 

perform its obligation, GNMA has the authority to remove the 

lender from the program and transfer the servicing to other 

approved lenders. 

A pool of mortgages serving as collateral for a MBS has a 

closed end feature in that if a loan is removed from a pool 

either by a default or prepayment of the loan balance (such 

as by a refinancing) by the mortgagor, it cannot be 

replaced. Thus as the loans in a pool amortize or are 

removed from the pool because of default or prepayment in 

full, the pool decreases in size both in terms of number of 

loans and in dollar size. 

GNMA has continuously issued securities since 1970. At the 

end of 1993, securities issued amounted to $922 billion with 

a paid down balance of $414 billion. The issues and balances 

at the end of the two 12 month periods involved in this 

study, 1985 and 1991, were $266 billion issued and $212 

billion outstanding through 1985 and $702 billion issued 

with $425 billion outstanding through 1991. 

There are four types of risks in any MBS compared to a 

Treasury security- credit, liquidity, interest rate and 

prepayment. GNMA MBS do not have any credit risk since the
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investor is fully guaranteed against loss of principal if 

the security is held to maturity. Thus it is a default free 

investment. 

In terms of liquidity, the size of the GNMA market indicates 

that it is a highly liquid security. Liquidity can also be 

measured by the bid-ask spread on a security. The lower the 

spread, the more liquid the market. GNMA securities have 

been trading for some time with bid-ask spreads of around 

1/8, the same spread as Treasury securities. 

Interest rate risk is the risk that future market rates of 

interest will change over the expected holding period. GNMA 

and Treasuries share this risk along with all fixed rate 

securities. Fixed income securities prices move inversely 

with interest rates. At higher interest rates, a given 

security with a fixed interest rate will be priced lower 

than at lower interest rates. Interest rate risk exposes 

the investor to potential capital gains or losses and also 

alters expected cash flows through reinvestment interest 

rates. 

Prepayment risk is a risk not shared by Treasuries (except 

for certain long term issues with call features, typically 

well toward the end of the term) but is shared by all MBS,
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including GNMA MBS. Prepayment risk is the risk that 

mortgage loans will payoff in full prior to maturity of the 

loan or pay down at unexpected rates. Prepayment risk is 

related very closely with interest rate risk because 

prepayments are a partial function of interest rates. 

Prepayments along with reinvestment income (which becomes 

more important as reinvestment cash flows accumulate over 

time) are the major source of risk in GNMA MBS. Part of the 

intent of this thesis is to test whether or not this risk is 

adequately considered, based on available information at 

price formation.



Chapter 3 

EFFICIENT MARKETS 

Eugene Fama posits that, in general terms, the ideal capital 

market is one in which prices provide accurate signals for 

resource allocation. Such a market provides investors with 

confidence that security prices at any time include all 

available information. Fama calls this type of market 

efficient. 

Efficient markets theories are based on the concept of 

randomness in securities prices. Current theories are 

largely based on research in the 1950’s and 1960's regarding 

equity securities prices. Paul Samuelson and 

Mandelbrot were leaders in constructing the "fair game" 

expected return theory based on the observed random nature 

of securities prices. A "fair game" market was one in which 

all participants had equal access to available information 

applicable to securities pricing." 

  

4 Fama, 383. 

5 Hal L. Arbit and Bob L. Boldt, "Efficient Markets and 
the Professional Investor." Financail Analysts Journal 

(July-August 1984): 22-23. 
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The "fair game" hypothesis states that in equilibrium, there 

are no excess returns in period t+1 given the available 

information set in period t on which all price formation 

depends. In equation form the "fair game" is expressed as: 

E(X‘.4,'0)=0, the sequence Xi,,, is a fair game with respect 

to the information on set 6,, where X‘,,, is the excess market 

value of security j at time t+1." 

Fama, ina classic 1970 article, "Efficient Capital 

Markets...", clearly presented the Efficient Markets 

Hypothesis (EMH) to be composed of three basic forms, the 

weak, semi-strong and strong form. The weak form of the EMH 

posits that current security prices fully reflect all 

information implied by historical prices and that a 

knowledge of historical price sequences provides no basis 

for forming expectations about future prices. Tests for the 

support of the weak form theory are generally tests for 

serial independence, or randomness, in returns. Only new 

information counts in forming prices." 

The semi-strong form is concerned with publicly available 

information, other than prices. Specifically it states that 

  

16 Pama, 385. 

7 Arbit and Boldt, 22. and Fama, 383.
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securities prices fully reflect all generally available 

information and investors cannot profit from acting on such 

information. Tests for the semi-strong form generally look 

at the adjustment of securities prices to information 

generating events. In the context of equities markets, such 

information would include stock splits, earnings reports, 

industry reports, etc. In the context of this thesis, 

information generating events would include monthly 

prepayment reports and information about the underlying 

mortgage markets, such as recent efforts of the Federal 

Housing Administration and the Veterans Administration to 

encourage homeowners to refinance high rate mortgages. 

The strong form of the EMH is concerned with the 

monopolistic access to information important for price 

formation. This form states that securities prices fully 

reflect all information-- public, proprietary and 

monopolistic-- from which investors cannot profit. 

Proprietary information is the use of publicly available 

information with which to develop valuation models that are 

not generally available to other market participants.” 

  

1 Arbit and Boldt. 23. 

 Ibid., 22,28.
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What are the necessary and sufficient conditions for an 

efficient market. Without specifying a particular form, the 

sufficient conditions are: (1) no transaction costs; (2) all 

information is costless and available; and, (3) All 

participants agree on the implications of current 

information for the current price and distributions of the 

future prices of securities. Conditions 2 and 3 would tend 

to rule out the strong form such that the conditions are 

generally applicable. 

Fama states that, "In such a market, the current price of a 

security obviously ‘fully reflects’ all available 

information". Of course, he is quick to add, that this is 

not descriptive of any actual market. Accordingly, the 

necessary conditions seem to be a more relaxed form of the 

sufficient conditions. Specifically, large transaction costs 

may inhibit the number of transactions but do not 

necessarily imply that when transactions do take place they 

do not fully reflect available information. The market may 

also be efficient if a sufficient number of investors have 

ready access to available information. The same is true with 

respect to the implications of the available information. A 

market may still be sufficient even if investors disagree on 

the implications of available information if there is not a 

group that consistently earn returns above the expected
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equilibrium returns. According to Fama, the measurement of 

the effect of the sufficient conditions on price formation 

is the purpose of empirical research.” 

Most of the research on efficient markets is in regard to 

the equity markets, or public exchange traded stocks. 

However, economists Michael Brennan and Eduardo Schwartz 

performed one of the earliest studies that addressed 

efficiency in the debt or bond markets. Their study was 

limited to the U.S. Treasury bond market, although, they had 

done an earlier study on the market for Canadian Government 

bonds. The Brennan and Schwartz study of the market for 

Treasuries covered the pricing period 1958 to 1979. They 

used the data over the first half of the period (1958-1969) 

to estimate pricing equations over the second half. The 

study estimated prices for each month (last trading day) and 

compared the estimated to the actual prices deriving a 

pricing error. The pricing error was then compared with the 

subsequent periods returns to determine if there was any 

correlation which is an indicator of market inefficiency. 

Correlation implies that the pricing error in period t is 

corrected in period t+j, with j representing a lag period. 

Their results show that approximately 15% of the pricing 

  

°° Fama, 387-388.
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error is corrected by the next month and 30% is corrected by 

the third month.?! 

The purpose of this paper is not to affirm or deny the EMH 

in any of its forms. Rather, using somewhat different 

procedures and methods from Brennan and Schwartz, I am 

looking at whether or not the market for GNMA MBS is 

efficient. In the context of the EMH, efficient markets 

would imply that all the information that is currently known 

about future movement of interest rates is implied in 

current bond prices and the term structure.” The connection 

between the future movement of interest rates and bond 

prices, including the bond like MBS, is due to the cash 

flows from MBS being contingent on the expected path 

interest rates may take over the life of an MBS. The 

contingency is created by prepayments on the MBS. This is 

explored more fully in another part of this paper (Chapter 

4, Prepayments). 

  

21 Michael J. Brennan and Eduardo S. Schwartz. "An 
Equilibrium Model of Bond Pricing and a Test of Market 
Efficiency." Journal of Financial and Quantitative Analysis 
17.3 (Sept. 1982): 314. 

2 Patric H. Hendershott and Robert VanOrder. 
"Integration of the Mortgage and Capital Markets and 
the Accumulation of Residential Capital." Regional Science 
and Urban Economics 19 (1989): 395. 
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The method I am using is essentially that of Brennan and 

Schwartz, in that I am establishing a rational valuation 

model of future cash flows and will then compare the yield 

(or the option adjusted spread ("OAS") part of the yield. 

See chapter 5 for a detailed explanation of this term) from 

that model with actual market prices of the GNMA’s in the 

next pricing period to determine if there is any 

correlation. If there is, the model posits that such 

correlation implies that the market is not fully efficient. 

Specifically, if there is correlation between the price in 

period t and the OAS in period t+1, then the OAS in t+1 is 

influenced or partially adjusted by the pricing error in 

period t. 

There are a few caveats in the method I am using. Since I am 

using weekly prices for two 12 month periods, if there is an 

inefficiency in the GNMA market in the sense of mis-pricing 

being adjusted in a subsequent period, the adjustment may be 

quick enough from successive trading days that the analysis 

on a weekly basis may not be identifying the real 

inefficiency. In other words, the analysis may identify 

correlation in successive periods but it is assuming that it 

is being corrected on a weekly basis when it may actually be 

identifying the following weeks correction for errors in 

that same week.
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Another caveat of the analysis, identified by Fama, is that, 

in the equities markets at least, there appears to be 

frequent instances of small amounts of serial correlation 

between successive periods. However, when considering the 

transaction costs that would be incurred by taking advantage 

of this appearance of inefficiency, or the possibility of 

positive expected returns by exploiting such a condition, 

the correlation would be of little if any benefit to the 

investor. The degree of any correlation should itself be 

priced to determine its significance. 

There is another sense in which the GNMA market could be 

analyzed in the context of efficient markets. I just mention 

it but will not address the issue. Some analysts have 

considered the efficiency issue for GNMA MBS markets from 

the perspective of yield spreads among different coupon GNMA 

MBS. They have posited that in an efficient market, 

homogeneous groups of fixed income securities should be 

priced by the market in such a way that the expected return 

for each security over a particular holding period is 

identical, i.e. prices adjust to equalize the returns. The 

issue was prompted by observations during the formative 

years of the market that there were large yield spreads 

between high and low coupon securities. However, as more 

accurate methods of estimating and valuing cash flows from
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various coupon securities evolved, risk adjusted yield 

spreads were found to be far tighter than previously thought 

but they still showed some differential which may have 

indicated some degree of market inefficiency.* This may be 

a case of all information available to the market not being 

used or at least being analyzed improperly. Part of the 

finding of tighter spreads is probably due, as much as to 

any other factor, to advances in computer technology which 

allows more sophisticated analysis (i.e. to incorporate all, 

or at least more, available information) on a real time 

basis. Consequently, intra coupon yield spreads are much 

tighter in recent years. 

Other analysts have looked at the issue of efficiency in the 

GNMA market from the context of perfect markets. The Perfect 

Market Model implies that mortgage prices, including 

mortgage related securities, depends on a small number of 

general capital markets variables and that the response to 

changes in those variables is predictable and fast. This 

conclusion is reached based on an assumption that the GNMA 

MBS market is fully integrated with the capital markets 

  

3 Scott M. Pinkus The Efficiency of the Market for GNMA 
Mortgage Pass Through Securities. NY: Special Report 

Series, Merrill Lynch White Weld Capital Markets Group New 
York, 1982. 

1-5.
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because they have the same full faith and credit guaranty of 

the U.S. Government as Treasury securities do and, 

therefore, trade with a high volume, at least since 1981, 

and with low transaction costs.% Again, although I will not 

explore this aspect of the Efficient Markets argument, I 

mention it because it does include aspects of prices fully 

reflecting available information. 

  

4 Hendershott and Van Order, "Integration of Mortgage 
and Capital Markets," 197-199.



Chapter 4 

PREPAYMENTS 

Prepayments are the primary features of a mortgage contract 

that creates the contingent nature of mortgage cash flows 

and, by extension, MBS cash flows. Prepayments are being 

used in this paper in a very broad sense. Technically, 

prepayments are limited to a single payment of the entire 

remaining principal balance of a loan prior to maturity. 

This would occur, for example, as a result of a homeowner 

refinancing a mortgage. I am also including in the 

definition of prepayment the additional amounts of principal 

payments that homeowners periodically include in their 

monthly mortgage payment along with the scheduled amounts. 

The additional payment of principal, however small, 

accelerates the maturity of the mortgage. Prepayments as 

used in this paper will also include amounts provided by 

mortgage insurance, and other sources to make up for any 

shortfall, to payoff a loan in the event of default by the 

borrower. All of these additional payments to principal are 

considered together without distinction because the 

available data does not distinguish among the reasons for 

the application of principal payments against a pool of 

mortgages. 

39
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The data on prepayment experience is provided by the monthly 

outstanding balances on GNMA MBS pools. The data on 9% GNMA 

MBS was obtained from the Financial Publishing Co. (FPC) and 

covers the monthly balances from 1985 to 1993 of all 9% GNMA 

MBS issued in 1978. This represent a large number of pools, 

approximately 2,297 pools with an origination balance of 

$5.7 billion. 

The source of the data is the requirement of GNMA that 

servicers of the securities (private mortgage lenders) must 

report the remaining principal balance on each pool they 

service for GNMA. This data has been maintained by FPC in 

electronic files since 1985. GNMA does not maintain the data 

over long periods of time except in a pool by pool microfilm 

format. It was considered virtually impossible to obtain the 

monthly data over such an extended period of time that is 

covered by the research in this paper, considering the 

volume, from GNMA. 

The value of an MBS, like other fixed rate securities, is 

sensitive to interest rate changes over the life of the 

security which exposes the investor to interest rate risk 

during that period. They are exposed to additional risk on 

an MBS because interest rate changes have a profound effect 

on the rate of prepayments over the life of the contract.
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The specific risk arises from the fact that the MBS investor 

has, in effect, written a portfolio of options, one to each 

homeowner in the pool of mortgages collateralizing the 

security. This is because homeowners do not all prepay when 

presented with the same set of circumstances. The value and 

interest rate sensitivity of each prepayment option can vary 

substantially.* To estimate MBS prepayments, a model must, 

therefore, attempt to capture the aggregate effects of the 

variables that impacts the prepayment decision including 

interest rate changes, macroeconomic conditions and the 

seasoning of mortgages. 

Prepayments arise from two primary sources: (1) the right of 

the owner to call the mortgage at par; and, (2) the default 

by the owner on the contract. A third source of somewhat 

minimal importance, at least in the aggregate, is the right 

of the home-buyer to pay additional principal amounts on the 

mortgage in any given payment month. The data does not 

permit a distinction between the sources of prepayments. The 

results are the same, however. Unexpected cash flows create 

uncertainty and, therefore, risk because their timing and 

amount is unknown to the holder of the MBS. 

  

% David P. Jacob and Alden L. Toeus. " New Valuation 
and Price Sensitivity Model for Mortgage-Backed 
Securities." Housing Finance Review 7 (1988): 58.
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Prepayments affect MBS values in various ways. However all 

such effects are explained by the following fundamental 

price model: 

CF —_=- 4.1 Gen)? (eq ) PRICE=)> 

Where: CF= Periodic cash flows. CF=(Bxi)+P 

where: 

B= remaining principal balance at end of each 

period 

i= coupon interest rate 

P= principal paid in period n 

r= Periodic rate of interest 

n= number of periods to be discounted. 

Throughout the following discussion, it is assumed that the 

yield curve has a normal positive slope with the short term 

rates lower than long term rates. A negatively sloping yield 

curve would generally have the reverse effects of those 

discussed. 

One important affect is on capital gains or losses. 

Prepayment limit gains and magnify losses. Mortgagors tend 

to exercise their call option most often when the option is 

in the money, i.e. when market mortgage interest rates are
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below the contract on the existing mortgage. The prepayments 

limit the potential capital gain because the mortgage 

balance of a higher than market coupon mortgage, in the 

absence of prepayments, increases in value. In the price 

model above, P increases because r decreases with a constant 

cash flow. However, the increase in prepayments (resulting 

from the option becoming "in-the-money") removes loan 

balances from the pool which reduce the amount of future 

cash flows that can be realized. Thus, the capital gains 

(increase in security price) are limited. The prepayments 

are, of course, made at par value on the outstanding 

balance. In the price model , the total limiting effect is 

due to both the numerator and denomenator decreasing. The 

limit to capital gains will depend on the relative decrease 

of cash flows to discount rates. 

Capital losses on the other hand are magnified by the 

prepayment phenomenon. In a rising interest rate environment 

home buyers are less disposed to voluntarily prepay because 

the mortgage contract is more valuable to them in that the 

fixed payments are less than they would be on a new market 

rate loan. High interest rate periods also encourage home- 

buyers to seek assumptions on loans that have lower than 

market interest rates. Assumptions are permitted on FHA and 

VA loans. This tends to extend the original anticipated term
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(most investors assume a certain average life from a given 

security). In the price model, this effect is caused by a 

constant or near constant cash flow (implying a reduction in 

the potentail for prepayment) combined with an increase in 

the discount rate, r. Thus there is less cash flow to 

reinvest at a now higher market discount rate. accordingly, 

price declines. 

Capital gains and loses are not an issue in this paper 

because it is assumed that the investment horizon is the 

maturity of the security. Since at maturity there is no 

principal balance on which to calculate a capital gain or 

loss, it does not affect the valuation model. However the 

principals which cause the effect on gains and losses also 

demonstrate the effect on the price of a security regardless 

of its expected term. 

The capital gains/losses discussion also illustrates the 

inverse nature of prepayments and the changes in interest 

rates. The greatest cash flows occur when reinvestment 

opportunity rates are lower than the coupon rate on the 

security. When market rates rise, and prepayments tend to 

fall, cash flows available for reinvestment decline. 

Depending on the interest rate scenarios implied ina 

security price, these swings in reinvestment opportunities
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may adversely affect expected holding period yield, 

including yield to maturity and price. 

Another complication caused by prepayments is their 

unpredictability. In addition to the inability to predict 

future interest rate paths with certainty, the economic 

prepayments, that is, those where homeowners are induced to 

prepay because of the mortgage rate relative to current 

market rates, create uncertain cash flows. Moreover, 

prepayments are often made for uneconomic reasons. Not only 

are the amounts unexpected for both economic and uneconomic 

prepayments but they alter the remaining stream of cash 

Flows because the remaining balance is different from 

expectations. 

The causes of prepayments need to be specified in order to 

develop or identify variables for a model that will be used 

in adjusting the cash flows over each of the modeled 

interest rate paths in the rate path simulations. 

Refinancing, relocation and default are the events which 

induce mortgagors to prepay their loans. With respect to 

refinancing, the discussion above makes it clear that this 

event is caused by a decrease in market rates relative to 

contract rates on existing mortgages. Therefore, the 

prepayment model must include a variable that captures this
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effect. That variable will simply be the spread of 9% 

mortgage contract rate to mortgage rates implied by the 

short rate at each point on the interest rate path. But 

because I am not estimating mortgage yield directly, I am 

using the spot yield on the 10 year Treasury as a proxy for 

the mortgage rate in the prepayment regression. In the 

weekly cash flow model using simulated yield curves, a 

corresponding 10 year Treasury spot rate is estimated for 

each maturity along each curve. 

In addition to the savings provided by a refinancing, there 

are certain up-front costs that must be incurred to obtain a 

new mortgage. These include discount points, application and 

Origination fees, legal fees for title searches, and taxes. 

As a result, the mortgage probably will not be refinanced 

until market rates are at least 2 percentage points below 

the contract rate on the loan. Moreover lag times are 

required to provide for processing and closing the loan. 

These lags are provided for in the model by lagging the 

remaining balance 3 months from the timing of the exogenous 

variables in the model. 

Most prepayment research indicates that loan age is another 

important variable in predicting or modeling prepayments 

from a pool of loans. Generally the older the loan, the less
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likely that it is to prepay even if there is an interest 

differential incentive. With respect to a specified pool of 

mortgages, increasing age is likely to mean that the loans 

have experienced various business cycles and substantial 

Swings in interest rates such that the remaining loans in 

the pools are insensitive to the lure of prepayment, for 

whatever reason. Experience seems to clearly indicate that 

except for the extremely high rate loans of the early 1980’s 

(for which there was no similar previous experience), there 

is typically a normal life cycle for a pool of mortgages 

which is a function of age. Prepayments tend to be low in 

the initial years of a mortgage due to the fact that a new 

homeowner, typically new pools are populated with new loans 

(GNMA loan age restrictions assure this condition) , requires 

a certain amount of time to recover the large up-front costs 

associated with a home purchase and relocation. As the loan 

ages, typically family status changes by increasing in size 

and increasing in income causing a decision to move up to 

larger and/or more expensive housing. This typically results 

in a peak of prepayment activity for a pool in the 3rd to 

4th year. As a pool further ages, those that have not sold 

their home, of have not defaulted on their loan, are 

increasingly less likely to do so. 

The pool age variable will be represented in the model
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simply by a variable that is the cumulative number of months 

that the pool is outstanding. The variable to control for 

the effect of prior levels of prepayments on the probability 

of subsequent prepayments will be represented by the 

probability of prepayments in period t conditional on prior 

prepayments from the pool as:” 

LN( "E+ ) (eq.4.2) 
* 

t-1 

Where: AO =dollar amount of pool outstanding at time t 

AO"|=dollar amount of pool if no prepayments 

through time t. 

Mortgagor defaults are a third reason for prepayments. For 

the purposes of GNMA MBS pools, all the loans are insured 

against default by another government agency and GNMA 

further guarantees that lenders will make a full pass- 

through of principal in the event of a default even if the 

lender does not fully recover the debt outstanding. Thus, 

mortgagor defaults are treated as any other prepayment 

  

2 Eduardo S. Schwartz and Walter N. Torous. 
"Prepayments and the Valuation of Mortgage-Backed 
Securities." Journal of Finance 44.2 June 1989: 

381.
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rather than as a potential source of loss risk. Mortgage 

defaults are typically business cycle related. When economic 

conditions deteriorate, workers are laid off and cannot meet 

their payment obligation on the loan. Some defaults also 

occur while the homeowner retains a job but economic 

conditions have caused home market values to decline. In 

such cases, mortgagors may be induced to default as the 

value of the house becomes cheaper relative to the 

outstanding debt and thus decides to default on the 

obligation rather than absorb the capital loss. 

Unfortunately, the data available on prepayments doe not 

distinguish between a voluntary prepayment and a default. In 

fact, the aggregate character of the data excludes all 

factors unique to individual mortgages and geographic and 

demographic variables. 

The prepayment regression model based on the specifications 

described above is: 

B AO 
log (—*) =a+}> A,+log (—=) +(T-CC,) +R, +€, (eq.4.3) 

B, ; 
  

Where: B= the outstanding balance at time t
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A, 

AO,= the balance at time t 

the age of the security through time t 

AO, = the balance at time t assuming no 

prepayments 

cc,= the current Treasury 10 year rate at t 

a
 Il a dummey variable for each 12 month period 

representing a 1 for months where the 

seasonally adjusted new issue adjustment 

factor increases and a 0 for decreases. 

T= the 10 year Treasury rate at tp. 

Table 4-1 shows the regression results. The equation 

estimated various lags between the change in balances ( the 

prepayment, including scheduled payments) and the 10 year 

Treasury rate in order to try and capture any lag between 

the change in rates and the act of actually refinancing. 

Using the T statistic for the Treasury change variable (T- 

cc,) and the F statistic for the equation as a whole to 

indicate which lag produced the better fit, the equation 

with no lag produced the best equation (using the criteria 

specified above). The regression results shown in the Table 

represent those for a 0 lag.
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TABLE 4-1 

PREPAYMENT MODEL REGRESSION RESULTS 

VARIGELE REG, COEFF. S. E, COEFF, T-VALUE BETA COEFF 
o 0,008 3.2E 4 ~ 4,599 

{ 2.6E°5 5.3E76 4,865 0,642 

2 0,004 0,004 1,071 O,449 
3 3.5E™4 5.8E 5,999 0, 284 
4 0,004 1.9E74 2, 786 O,4118 

DEPENDENT VARIABLE = 5 

UNADJUSTED ADJUSTED 

MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFF, & O, 624 0,820 
R-SGUARED o.a78 0,672 
STANDARD ERROR GF ESTIMATE 0,004 0,004 

GNALYSIS OF VARIANCE 

SOURCE GF VARIATION LF SUM SMUARES HEGH SQUAEE F-VALUE 

ATTEIBUTABLE TO REGRESSION 4 6,004 0,000 94, 847 

DEVIATION FEQN REGRESSION 480 6,000 0,000 

TOTAL {ed 5,004 

One major problem with the prepayment data had to be 

addressed before proceeding with the prepayment regression 

model. The monthly prepayment data in a format suitable for 

analysis started with February 1984. Since I am tracking the 

9% GNMA’s of 1978, in order to obtain as may years of actual 

data as possible, the period from 1978 through 1983 had to 

be estimated. The actual prepayment data was analyzed to 

determine if there was any seasonality to the balance 

factors. Logically there should be if there is seasonality 

on the purchase or origination side of mortgage finance, of 

which there is evidence in the seasonal factors for new GNMA
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pools issued. The seasonal factors for the GNMA program 

using data beginning with 1980 are: 

    

Jan. Feb. Mr. Apr. May June 

-967 .894 -913 .908 945 1.051 

Jul. Aug Sept. Oct Nov. Dec. 

1.066 1.147 1.068 1.083 .992 -960 

The period 1978 and early 1979 was relatively stable in 

terms of FHA/VA mortgage interest rate movements. The range 

of rates from May 1977 through April 1979, was 100 BP and 

increasing throughout. In 1979 the range was about 150 BP 

and also increasing throughout. However after that period, 

through 1988 rates, on an annual basis fluctuated widely. 

FHA/VA rates ranged over 400 BP in an erratic pattern. In 

1981, 1982 and 1983 rates fluctuated ina 200 to 450 BP 

band, increasing throughout 1981, decreasing throughout 

1982 and fluctuating throughout 1983. In 1984, 1985, 1986 

and 1987 rates trended down with, again, a relatively large, 

150 to 250 BP, range each year. In the period 1988 through 

1991, rates were relatively stable. 

In terms of the problem of creating a factor series for 1978 

through 1983, the period 1988 through 1991, being a 

relatively stable rate period, would be most applicable to
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the 1978-1983 period. It is not strictly comparable in terms 

of rate movements and levels but in the effect of the rate 

environment on the propensity to prepay. In the rising 

and/or volatile rate environment of 1978 through 1984, 

prepayments, both claim and non-claim, would tend to be 

Similar to a relatively stable period but perhaps with a 

different distribution between the two components (claims 

higher and non-claim lower due to the lack of perceived 

opportunity to change residences or refinance). 

The other problem to be solved with respect to the 

prepayment model is that actual experience only goes through 

May 1994. For the 9’s of 1978, the stated maturity, 30 

years, would run through the year 2008. Therefore, I had to 

estimate prepayments over the latter part of the period as 

well in order to complete the prepayment vector to be used 

in estimating cash flows over the entire range of the 

Simulated yield curves. This latter period, 1994-2008, was 

estimated using the FHA actuarial data on FHA loans insured 

Since 1970. That data is available for loans through the 

policy year 1989. Most all prepayment analysis has 

concluded, as stated above, that the latter years of a 

cohort of loans beyond a certain age reflects a stable 

prepayment rate to maturity. The FHA data confirms that 

conclusion for the loans I am considering in this paper.



CHAPTER 5 

GENERAL PRICING MODEL 

The thesis topic requires a model to value GNMA MBS in order 

to compare model yields (or the OAS component of an 

estimated MBS yield) with actual market prices and then 

determine if any error in pricing is carried over into 

future periods or effects future period yields. Any 

carryover, as measured by a correlation analysis, is 

hypothesized to be an indication of market inefficiency. 

5.1 HISTORY OF GNMA PRICING METHODS 

Traditionally, the market has relied on static analysis or 

methods to value MBS (including GNMA’s). These methods 

include the yield to prepayment method which assumes an 

average life over which cash flows are discounted or cash 

flow yields which assume a static yield curve or yield level 

or a constant basis point shift in the entire curve. The 

yield to prepayment or average life method posits that, 

based primarily on mortality experience with Federal Housing 

Administration home loans, that the average life of a loan 

would be 10 to 12 years. To simplify the computations, the 

assumption is further made that cash flows would only be 

those scheduled on the loan over that average life 

period (10 or 12 years) at the end of which the entire 

54
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balance would be prepaid. This avoided having to make 

predictions or forecasts of prepayments over the entire term 

of the loans in the pools. While individual loans may not 

conform to the aggregate experience of a pool of such loans, 

a pool of such loans would tend to mirror the larger 

aggregate (i.e. the entire insurance pool). The major flaw 

in this method is that it ignores the seasoning effect ona 

loans propensity to prepay, as discussed more fully under 

the prepayment chapter of this paper (chapter 4). The other 

major defect is that it tends to ignore the time value of 

money, even though it is a discount function (where the rate 

is constant), particularly in the early years of an MBS. The 

weighted average of the cash-flows may not adequately weight 

the early cash-flows which, experience has shown, is when 

most cash flows occur on a mortgage. It also ignores the 

propensity of higher coupons (relative to historical 

averages) to prepay faster than lower coupons. 

The average life method also uses the internal rate of 

return methodology (IRR) for computing yields. In addition 

to ignoring the shape of the yield curve, IRR leads to 

inconsistent results when applied to securities with 

substantial cash flows over the life of the security and 

when comparing different securities. The inconsistency is in 

regard to the reinvestment assumption implicit in IRR. The
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IRR yield is the assumed earnings rate on reinvestment of 

cash flow. However, given two securities with different 

coupons and different IRR’s over the same reinvestment 

period, this implies that the two securities cash flows are 

reinvested at two different rates of interest. In reality, 

the reinvestment opportunity set is the same for both 

securities.?”’ 

Other pricing methods used during the evolution of the MBS 

market included the cash flow method.” This method assumes 

a static and relatively flat yield curve (actually more of a 

step function over the expected life of a security) used to 

discount cash flows which, as experience with the prepayment 

characteristics of MBS pools was accumulated, were 

progressively projected over the expected term of a 

security. Even though the formulations were increasingly 

using a long term yield curve concept, once a term structure 

  

77 Scott M. Pinkus The Efficiency of the Market for GNMA 
Mortgage Pass Through Securities. NY: Special Report 

Series, Merrill Lynch White Weld Capital Markets Group New 
York, 1982., 
5. 

72 Andrew S. Davidson and Michael D. Herskovitz, "A 
Comparison of Methods for Analyzing Mortgage-Backed 
Securities," in The Handbook of Mortgage-Backed Securities, 
ed. Frank J. Fabozzi, 3rd Edition (Chicago: Probus 
Publishing, 1992), 627-657.
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was chosen, the only movement allowed was a shift in the 

term, not a change in its shape unless another structure was 

chosen to represent such expectations. The curves were 

formulated and prices computed for each alternative, 

including assigning probabilities, to be compared. Because 

an analyst formulated each yield curve scenario, which 

allowed specifying or conditioning prepayments based on the 

shape of the curve, the method tended to be biased by the 

analyst's bias. This method is severely limited by the 

number of scenarios that can be conceptually compared. The 

biggest drawback of all the methods used prior to the mid 

1980’s was that the prepayment option imbedded in mortgages 

was not properly modeled. 

Along with the evolution of MBS market pricing innovations, 

there was a collateral, more theoretical, line of research 

being undertaken which was an outgrowth of the research into 

the valuation of contingent financial claims and modern term 

structure theory represented by Vasicek [1977], Richard 

[1978], Cox, Ingersoll and Ross [1981] and Brennan and 

Schwartz [1982]. Most of the MBS related work is represented 

by the work of McConnell and Dunn [1981]. Schwartz and Torous 

[1989] applied a general term structure model to valuing 

GNMA securities but prior to that study Brennan and Schwartz 

applied the same model to testing the efficiency of the U.S.
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Treasury bond market. Their conclusions from that study (as 

noted in chapter 3) were that the Treasury market displayed 

certain inefficiencies. 

Cox, Ingersall and Ross, and others using a similar 

approach, considered the problem of determining the term 

structure in a general competitive equilibrium framework or 

General Equilibrium Model. This approach borrowed something 

from each of the major Term Structure Theories, except 

perhaps the Market Segmentation Theory. The latter theory 

did not contribute much to the structure of those models 

because substitution is implied by the other two major 

Theories (expectations and liquidity preference). The 

principal of substitution is critical to the no-arbitrage 

condition of the General Equilibrium Model. 

From the Expectations Theory, bonds are priced such that 

implied forward rates are equal to the expected spot rates. 

This implies that the return on holding a long term bond to 

maturity is equal to the expected return on repeated 

investments in a series of short term bonds, assuming the 

bonds have the same risk characteristics, i.e. the return on 

a long term Treasury (risk free) bond is the same as the 

return on a series of short term Treasuries with the same 

cumulative term as the long bond. The expected rate of
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return over the next holding period is the same regardless 

of the maturity of a bond with the same risk expectation.” 

If these rates were to get too far out of line with each 

other, arbitrage possibilities would exist and quickly 

eliminate any excess returns. Empirical research indicates 

that a common stochastic process is appropriate to model the 

yield curve because the term structure is cointegrated.* 

From the Liquidity Preference Theory, the General 

Equilibrium Model incorporates the effects of risk 

preference of market participants through a variance term in 

the equation (equation 5.5). Generally what this implies is 

that risk aversion will cause forward rates to be greater 

than the expected spot rates with the difference increasing 

with maturity. This "Term Premium" is the increment required 

to induce investors to hold long-term (riskier) 

securities.?! 

  

* John C. Cox, Jonathon E. Ingersoll, Jr., and Stephan 

A. Ross. "A Theory of the Term Structure of Interest Rates." 
Econometrica 53.2 March 1985: 385-386. 

30 Michael G. Bradley and Stephan A. Lumpkin. "The 
Treasury Yield Curve as a Cointegrated System." Journal of 
Financial and Quantitative Analysis 27.3 September 1992: 
449-459, 

3! Cox, Ingersall and Ross, "A Theory of the Term 
Structure of Interest Rates". 386.
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The academic research employed stochastic continuous time 

diffusion processes, in the form of partial differential 

equations” but solved by numerical analysis (since no 

closed form solution exists for stochastic pricing models) 

using difference equations®*, for the generation of future 

interest rates. The models essentially state that the term 

structure of interest rates are driven by one state 

variable, the short term interest rate. However, Brennan and 

Schwartz in their paper on market efficiency used two state 

variables, the short and the long term rate. The rate 

structure not only serves as the discount rates but, in the 

MBS research at least, also determine the periodic cash 

flows. This coincided with research being undertaken by both 

academia and Wall Street into the nature of MBS prepayments. 

The MBS pricing models (pertaining to GNMA-MBS) were 

predicated on the assumption that a GNMA MBS is equivalent 

to a pool of default-free assumable fixed rate mortgages 

with a continuous-payment annuity and a call option giving 

the borrower the right to repurchase the annuity at a price 

  

Schwartz and Torous, "Prepayments and the Valuation 
of Mortgage-Backed Securities". 376. 

33 Patric H. Hendershott and Robert VanOrder. "Pricing 
Mortgages: An Interpretation of the Models and Results." 
Journal of Financial Services Research 1 (1987): 30.
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equal to its par value at any time before maturity. GNMA 

absorbs any default risk on the security, including any 

shortfall in mortgage collections. Under these assumptions, 

the value of a fixed rate mortgage at any point in time 

depends only on its coupon rate, time to maturity, the 

pattern of market interest rates and other details of the 

contract. The prepayment probability at any point in time 

is conditioned on these factors (see Prepayments, Chapter 

4) 34 

5.2 MODEL SPECIFICATION FOR GENERATING INTEREST RATE PATHS 

The valuation model I am using in this paper is a variant of 

the stochastic methods discussed above. The model uses 

discount rates to discount expected cash flows which are a 

Function of a stochastically derived term structure of 

interest rates. 

The model is also using Monte Carlo simulation techniques to 

derive the term structures used for any periods valuation. 

The Monte Carlo method permits the statistical evaluation of 

all possible values that interest rates could take on over 

the term of the security. The Monte Carlo simulation 

  

344 Ibid., 20.
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generates random shocks which move interest rates either up 

or down from their previous state. The size of the shock is 

affected by the probability distribution of interest rate 

changes. Simulating a sufficiently large number of future 

interest rate paths creates a probability weighted set of 

possible outcomes. This helps reduce the risk of 

inconsistent forecasts and improves on the statistical 

Significance of expected prices. Estimates of the expected 

values are improved by increasing the number of 

simulations.» 

The basic assumption of the model (in keeping with the body 

of research on this topic) is that percentage changes in 

interest rates are normally distributed. This follows from 

an assumption of fairly uniform transactions spread across 

time. Moreover, if the number of transactions per time 

period are large, then the Central Limit Theorem indicates 

that price changes will have a normal distribution.* Out of 

this normal distribution or population (described by its 

mean and variance) samples are drawn of the possible 

interest rate paths that could occur over the life of the 

security. Theoretically, there are an infinite number of 

  

35 Jacob and Toeus, 45. 

36 Fama, 399.
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possible rate paths. The objective is to randomly choose a 

number of paths such that an adequate statistical 

representation of the whole universe of possible paths is 

obtained. These interest rate paths are constrained to be 

consistent with both the current term structure and with the 

historical behavior of the term structure, one of the major 

strengths of the model compared to the General Equilibrium 

Models.?’ 

The term used to describe the model used in this paper is 

Option Adjusted Analysis (OAA). It derives a general 

stochastic model which is applicable to any security with an 

embedded option. An imbedded option is a feature inherent in 

any security which gives any party to the contract certain 

rights to a put or call of the instrument over its expected 

life.** The cash flows of a security are discounted by the 

short term rate distribution. If the discounted price is not 

equal to the actual price, the discount rates are adjusted 

by an iterative process until the actual price is equal to 

the computed price. The OAS is, in effect, an average spread 

over the whole Treasury curve or the averaged incremental 

  

37 Lakhbir and Lauterbach, Stochastic Valuation, 329 

33 Tbid., 322.
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return over short term Treasury rates.” 

Even though The spread is added to each rate in the 

distribution, it is not a spread off of any specific 

Treasury issue or maturity. Therefore, it cannot be added 

back to a specific Treasury issue to produce a yield for an 

MBS.*° If both Treasuries and GNMA’s are assumed to provide 

a rate of return free of credit risk, the OAS can be 

interpreted as the implied risk premium for the prepayment 

41 option on a GNMA.” In equation form, the OAA model is: 

CF, 
Tier,sy SOF 9:1) Price= 

Where: CF= cash flow in period t 

R= Treasury short rate in t (the discount rate) 

S= the OAS for all t 

The common thread between the General Equilibrium and OAA 

models is: (1) interest rate distributions are based ona 

  

° Ibid., 326. 

4 Jacob and Toeus, 64. 

*! Yosi Ben-Dov, Lakhbir Hayre and Vincent Pica. 
"Mortgage Valuation Models at Prudential Securities." 
Interfaces 22.1 (Jan.-Feb. 1992): 60.
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lognormal process where changes in interest rates are 

proportional to yield level; (2) Models are constructed to 

be arbitrage free (i.e. the structure of the model induces 

no return biases into the securities and of any two fairly 

valued portfolios, one does not consistently out perform the 

other); and, (3) the existing Treasury curve is used as a 

benchmark to calibrate the models to current interest rate 

environment .* 

Fundamental to the OAA procedure is the discounting of 

estimated cash-flows. The discount rate and, in turn, the 

level of cash flows depend on, or are contingent upon, 

interest rates over the term of the security. Path 

dependency is a critical aspect of the pricing of contingent 

claims, such as an MBS. Path dependency arises because 

prepayment speeds, the major reason for indeterminate cash 

flows on an MBS, depend on both past and future interest 

rates. Higher levels of past interest rates make future 

prepayments highly likely. On the other hand low interest 

rates in previous periods tend to remove loans from pools, 

through refinancing, and, therefore, tend to moderate future 

  

” Mark Koenigsberg, Janet Showers and James Streit. 
"The Term Structure of Volatility and Bond Option 
Valuation." The Journal of Fixed Income (September 
1991): 19.
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prepayment speeds from a given pool of mortgages.” 

This chapter will describe the process used to generate the 

interest rates used in the rest of the modelling process. 

The interest rate generating process depends, as stated 

previously, on Monte Carlo simulation. The simulations start 

with the existing term structure (in this paper the Treasury 

yield curve at a point in time is the proxy for the term 

structure of interest rates). The rates along this curve are 

the implied short term Treasury forward rates which also 

serve as the structure of discount rates. The implied 

forward curve is the interest rate between time t, and t,,, 

expected at time t. Each cash flow on the security is 

discounted by the short term Treasury forward rate. With 

the term structure an implied forward rate curve, the cash 

flows at different points in time are discounted by 

different rates.“ The implied forward rate calculation 

using the nominal Treasury spot yield curve at time t is: 

  

*% Jacob and Toeus, 50. 

“4 Lakhbir and Lauterbach, Stochastic Valuation, 325.
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r FR r 

1+—£) (1+—*) = (1+ eq. 5.2 
( 200) | 200 y= 200 (eg 

Where: FR = forward rate (compounded one period rate 

at time t, expected at time t,) 

Y, = nominal spot rate on yield curve at time t 

Yu, = nominal spot rate on yield curve at time 

t+1. 

If the cash flows from any Treasury security are discounted 

by the implied forward rates, then the sum of those cash 

flows (the present value) equal the price of that security. 

This is the case where the option adjusted spread is equal 

to 0 with the Treasury curve being used as the basis of 

comparison. If Treasuries have an OAS of 0 (the basis of 

comparison) then this implies that the on-the-run Treasuries 

are priced efficiently (i.e. they accurately reflect the 

market value of riskless cash flows of different 

maturities.)* 

The probability model used to generate the r,,r,,...,r, yield 

curve rates, which serve as the basis for the implied 

  

4 Ibid., 332.
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forward or short term discount rates in the model, assumes 

that rates follow a lognormal distribution with a mean 

reversion. The lognormal process assures that interest rates 

will not go below 0O and the mean reversion process keeps the 

interest rates within historically reasonable bounds.* The 

mean reversion is not a linear reversion to some long-term 

average. Rather, the process assumes that rates follow a 

random walk while they are in a "normal range". *’ Ina 

lognormal distribution, changes in interest rates are 

proportional to their level. The volatility measure of the 

security is the variable that assures that simulated rates 

are proportional to the yield level of a particular 

maturity. In the model, volatility, measured by the standard 

deviation, is a percentage term which means as interest 

rates move higher, the per period movements are larger. As 

the absolute changes in rates become smaller, the changes 

become smaller. Consequently, a 1% absolute interest rate, 

for example, would generate an infinitesimally small change. 

  

* Ibid., 361. This particular version of the stochastic 
interest rate function is adopted from Prudential-Bache (now 
Prudential) Securities as published by different staff in 
various publications which are noted in the references and 
in other footnotes in this section. 

7 Ben-Dov, Hayre and Pica, Mortgage valuation models, 
61.
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This prevents 0 or negative interest rates.* 

The model used in this paper assumes that volatility isa 

constant for any given maturity regardless of the level of 

rates that a security with such a maturity may take on over 

each simulation. In reality, this probably does not hold and 

may just as likely vary with the level of interest rates. 

This is probably true for a couple of reasons including the 

fact that as bonds move to maturity, price is constrained to 

par which reduces volatility levels. Also, one of the major 

driving forces of price changes is interest rate 

uncertainty. The longer the time horizon, the greater the 

uncertainty and, therefore, volatility as to future rate 

levels.” In order to provide for these realities, 

volatility could also be a random variable in the model and 

in such cases another lognormal model similar to the rate 

model would be used to create stochastic volatilities.” 

Additional research should try and determine whether or not 

the 1 through T maturities (T=360 months for this paper) 

  

4% Koenigsberg, Showers and Streit, 24. 

” David C. Ling " Mortgage-Backed Futures and Options." 
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Association 21.1 (1993): 55. 

° Hayre and Lauterbach, Stochastic Valuation, 362.
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each have their own volatilities. If volatility was 

determined to be proportional to the level of rates then a 

constant volatility should not be used. However, in order to 

make the model used in this thesis tractable, I have chosen 

to use a constant volatility estimate. This may create a 

source of some autocorrelation in the model results. It may 

also create some bias in the results causing model prices to 

either be higher or lower than actual prices. 

The short term distribution function used to create the 

Simulated rate curves is: 

  

T+ ot) FH tG (Ry) +0 Z (eq. 5.3) 
n 

LOG ( 

where: Up, constants which assure model prices are 

consistent with the existing term 

structure. 

Q i a volatility per unit time at time t, 

N
 tl n standard lognormal random variable (or 

wiener process described in Appendix 2) 

QQ
 £ Hl Mean reversion term,as follows:
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0 if L1<sR,<L, 
-¥ 9 (R,-L,) if R,2L 

G(R,) =} ° (pp ) wT) (eg. 5.4) 
y,(—+—* 1]? if R,sL, 

R 
Pea 

L,, ly, Yo and y, are constants using empirical interest rate 

behavior so that the stochastic process is consistent with 

such rate behavior. L, and L, represent the lower and upper L 

bounds, respectively, of the normal range in which the 

securities "normally" fluctuate. The gamma terms represent 

the rate at which rate deviations from their long term 

average tend toward the average. The constants reflect 

external economic forces such as Federal Reserve actions 

affecting the money supply, and, therefore, interest rates, 

or fluctuations resulting from the business cycle that are 

likely to come into play when interest rates become too high 

or low.*! 

The model, adopted primarily from Pru-Bache Securities 

through various publications although quite standard 

throughout the financial community, is a discrete version of 

the following diffusion process: 

  

51 Ben-Dov, Hayre and Pica, Mortgage Valuation Models, 
61.
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dR,,=p,dt+G(R,) dt+o,dw, (eq. 5.5) 

Where: W, = A Standard Weiner process (described in 

Appendix 2) and all other variables are 

defined as above. 

I am modifying the term G(R,) due to a lack of sufficient 

data to form opinions about the gamma terms.” I am 

replacing the term G(R,) with the term k(p-r,), where k is 

the speed of adjustment to the mean yw of short rates. This 

allows me to estimate the reversion term only once. k and yp 

can be computed from the following regression equations: 

G(R;, ») =K;(B3-Z5,n-1) +e; (eq. 5.6) 

which can be transformed into: 

G(R; ,) =%+B7r;,.t€; (eg. 5.7) 

where:8,=k, 

a=kp 

r»=the rate for Treasury of Maturity j in period 

Tl. 

  

* Anthony B. Sanders "Spot Rate Uncertainty and 
Mortgage Pricing." Housing Finance Review 5 (1986): 44-45.
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to estimate p directly, the equation can be changed to: 

G(R; pn) =BoB1+BiT5, n-1 te; (eq. 5.8) 

where: B)>=pL 

and 8, remains the estimate of k. 

The key feature of this process is that the short term 

treasury (discount rates) are modelled so that they are 

consistent with existing term structure. Consistency is 

defined as all on-the-run Treasuries have a 0 incremental 

spread over the Treasury yield curve (the short term implied 

forward rate curve) when averaged across the interest rate 

paths that have been generated in the Monte Carlo process. 

This means that the implied forward rates discount the 

periodic cash flows to the actual price. 

The following material is necessary to explain the role of 

the drift term, yw, in equations 5.3 and 5.5, in the above 

diffusion process. The computation of the drift term is 

presented in Chapter 6. As noted under the description of 

the Monte Carlo process in part 5.2 of this chapter, the 

rate distribution model is used to discount the cash flows
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along each path.* In general, the cash flows for each path 

are discounted to their present values and the resulting 

present values are then averaged as shown in the following 

function: 

x “ CF, » 

~~ 4" 1+r 
AVGPV= (eq. 5.9) 

M = the number of simulations 

T = the term of the rate structure modeled (30 years 

for mortage securities) 

Y,n= the simulated Treasury implied forward rate along 

path k in period n: r, =r, + Wy, where p, = 

calibrating adjustment in period n which when 

added to the simulated rate in period n, r,, 

will discount the cash flows on a Treaury 

security of maturity n to its actual market 

price. (i.e. the OAS = 0) 

CF,,= cash flow in period n along path k. 

The drift term p, 1s a constant which causes the present 

value of the average of the simulated Treasury forward rates 

  

%3 Hayre and Lauterbach, Stochastic Valuation, 330.
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to equal the current market price of the security. The drift 

term, in effect, "normalizes" the analysis by assuring the 

discount rates are arbitrage free. This is one of the major 

adverse features of the Monte Carlo method used in 

conjunction with the discrete diffusion model. The arbitrage 

free property is not inherent in the model as it is in the 

partial equilibrium difference equation models of the Cox, 

Ingersoll and Ross variety.™ 

The arbitrage free condition is implied in the model based 

on the simulated discount rates discounting the cash flows 

on securities back to their actual trading prices. Each 

Treasury security has a coupon and an actual trading price. 

If the average present value across all rate paths is not 

exactly equal to the trading price, each rate path must be 

calibrated by adding to or subtracting from the rates along 

the paths so that the average present value will equal the 

market price. This implicitly assumes that the Treasury 

securities are priced efficiently and accurately reflect the 

values that the market assigns to riskless cash flows of 

  

* Stavros A. Zenios "Parallel Monte Carlo Simulation of 
Mortgage-Backed Securities." Financial Optimization 

Ed. Stavros A. Zenios. (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 
1993.) 329.
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differing maturities.* Any difference between the model 

generated price and the market price represent an apparent 

arbitrage opportunity. The difference in reality is a 

combination of arbitrage opportunity and risk. Risk is used 

in this sense to mean that cash-flows are not timed properly 

or the model may simply be mispecified.® For the Treasury 

curve, the difference may be due to the model not adequately 

considering all of the economic and political events at any 

point in time affecting the price of the security. Fora 

GNMA price, in addition, it can include the mis- 

specification of the timing and event of prepayments. 

Option adjusted Analysis is thus not a model for projecting 

or generating expected prices in the future but rather a 

model to assess the relative value of actually traded 

securities. It does not project prices because it uses the 

current yield curve as its seed or starting value. It is 

true that a path of future interest rates is projected. 

However, their only purpose is to invoke cash flows and 

discount those cash flows back to a current price. Of 

  

°° Hayre and Lauterbach, Stochastic Valuation, 332. 

%° David F. Babbel and Stavros A. Zenios. "Pitfalls in 
the Analysis of Option-Adjusted Spreads." Financial 
Analysts Journal (August 1992): 65.
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course, each future periods modeled or simulated rate along 

each path could be used as a seed rate from which to 

generate a number of paths for each period along the initial 

rate paths and use that for OAA projections but that is 

beyond the scope of this paper.



CHAPTER 6 

PROCEDURES AND ANALYSIS 

This chapter will present the data used in the paper, some 

of the programs developed to analyze the data and the output 

from the programs and its analysis. The next chapter will 

present the conclusions of this analysis. 

The data was supplied by three sources. The Treasury 

interest rates were provided by Merrill Lynch, Inc., the 

historical prices for 9% GNMA’s were provided by Prudential 

Bache, both companies located in New York City, and the 

prepayment data was provided by the Financial Publishing Co. 

of Boston Mass. The GNMA price data was daily for the period 

1985 to 1994. The prepayment data was provided in the form 

of the remaining balance percentage (percent of the original 

Face) at the end of each month. This is also commonly 

referred to as the monthly factor. The Treasury data was 

provided in the form of an abbreviated spot yield curve 

which included the 3 month, 6 month, and 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 10 

and 30 year yields for each week in 1991 as well as the 

average monthly rate for the period 1980 to 1991. 

The programs used throughout to condition and analyze data 

78
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were written in APL (A Programming Language). The major 

programs are included in Appendix I. The somewhat strange 

symbols used in the language are unique to APL. A brief 

explanation of some of the more frequently used symbols is 

provided at the beginning of the appendix. 

The data clearly had to be manipulated or altered in order 

to be useful for this analysis. The price function for the 

GNMA securities, in order to achieve any degree of accuracy 

must be computed on a monthly basis since the cash flows 

occur monthly and are, therefore, discounted monthly to 

derive a price. While the stochastic function generates the 

yield curve used for discounting and estimating cash flows 

on the GNMA securities, that function requires a volatility 

estimate (standard deviation), as shown in equation # 5.3. 

In order to compute a standard deviation for each maturity, 

the yield curve must be completed to include all maturities 

along the curve. 

In order to convert the limited data to a monthly yield 

curve, I first had to expand the abbreviated curve to a full 

annual basis, i.e. from 1 to 30 years, inclusive. The most 

accurate market indications for a Treasury security are the 

"On the run" Treasury quotes which were provided to me by 

Merrill Lynch. The "on the run" Treasuries are those that
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have been most recently issued by the U.S. Treasury. Since 

Treasury issues almost exclusively carry the 1,2,3,5,7,10 

and 30 year maturities, the "on the run" quotes will be 

almost exclusively in those same maturities. Quotes for 

other maturities can be found in various media but those are 

based on the remaining term to maturity of the original 

securities and the original coupon typically is a premium or 

discount. Because of the coupon to market spreads involved 

with these seasoned securities ( i.e. large discounts or 

premiums) and the often thin trading volume, the price or 

yield for a particular maturity may not be consistent with 

the "on the run" securities and, therefore, may distort the 

curve. A review of the quotes in various issues of the Wall 

Street Journal confirms the information above that was 

relayed by a number of the dealers with which I discussed 

this issue. Moreover, in a number of instances, there was 

not a quote available for a particular maturity along the 

curve. 

In order to solve this problem and to complete the curve, I 

performed the expansion through a finite geometric 

progression. The basic function is: 

L=ar™+ (eq. 6.1)
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Where: L= the last term in the series (the nth term), 

a= the first term in the series, 

r= the common ratio or the distance between each 

term in the series. 

Since the first and last terms are given (i.e. for the years 

11 through 29, the first term is the 10 year yield and last 

term is the 30 year yield), the common ratio (r) is derived 

by rearranging terms: 

r=(2) 71 (eq. 6.2) 
a 

This linear interpolation is probably too simple a procedure 

and not used by the dealer community in expanding the curve 

for use in their proprietary functions, but I could find no 

other means of generating the missing values short of 

Fitting a polynomial with a high number of terms. In most 

cases it probably does not make much difference because the 

Treasury curve tends to be relatively flat from 10 years out 

based on the constant maturity curve produced by the 

Treasury Department and provided through the Federal Reserve 

Board. However, the choice of procedures may have more of an 

impact in computing the 4, 6, 8 and 9 year rates.
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The full curve was also necessary in computing the mean 

reversion ("Drift") term ( G(R)) in the stochastic function 

shown in equation #5.6. The reversion term was estimated 

with a regression function as described in chapter 5. 

The variance term used in the simulation function for each 

maturity was based on the average variance for the interest 

rate series covered by the period 1980-1991. Given the 

variance and the drift term, the simulation function was 

executed to provide 500 simulated yield curves for each week 

of 1991. I estimated that 500 simulations were sufficient 

assuming that the variance for each of the maturities along 

the average monthly yield curves for 1980 through 1991 was 

representative of the variance for the universe of all such 

rates that had a probability of occurring. The function used 

to estimate the necessary sample size is: 

_ Zu /2*9 
a z (eq. 6.3) 

Where: Z,. = The standard normal variable at the two sided 

confidence level represented by a. 

Q Il The standard deviation of the data. 

E = the maximum expected error to be allowed in 

the estimate of the population mean.
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For an allowable population mean error of .022, 500 sample 

rate paths (the actual number was 465) was sufficient to 

provide such an error with a 95% confidence level. One 

source indicated that OAS results do not appear to be 

sensitive to the number of interest rate paths once the 

number exceeds approximately 250. 

The seed rate used in computing the simulated weekly curves 

for 1991 was the 3 month Treasury yield provided by Merrill 

Lynch. 

The next step required was to calibrate the simulated curves 

so that they were consistent with the then current yield 

curve. This is necessary, as stated in chapter 5, in order 

to assure that the simulated curves are arbitrage free. This 

is based on the assumption that the actual Treasury curve is 

arbitrage free due to the size of the market for homogeneous 

securities and the near instantaneous information available 

to most traders. Rather than calibrate each of the 

individual curves, all 26,000 of them, I averaged each of 

the simulated curves for each week and calibrated the 

average curve. The adjustment factors required to derive 

  

7 Michael D. Herskovitz, "A New Look at MBS Option 
Adjusted Spreads." Housing Finance Review 8 (1989): 59.
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given prices for each maturity on the average curve were 

then applied to each of the simulated curves. 

The calibration was accomplished by successive progression. 

The par yield ( price = 100) for the one year security for 

each week in 1991 was provided by the data sources. This 

initial forward rate was then used to compute the two year 

forward rate, given the two year spot rate and the price for 

the 2 year Treasury in a given week, each successive forward 

equilibrium or arbitrage free rate for the given yield curve 

in each week was similarly computed. The general function 

for the computation is: 

n-1 
. CF’, CF 

price= S —_____+____ | |+ = x i (eq. 6.4) 
f=1 cr; 2 I; 3 Ir, 2 

II (1+) Il (1+) (1+) 

  

Rearranging terms produces the estimated equilibrium forward 

rate under consideration, r.: n°? 

i 

r
l
 

  -1|x2 (eq. 6.5) 
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The difference between these computed forward rates and the 

average of the simulated forward rates for each maturity 

for each week in 1991 were then added back to the individual 

Simulated curves for that week. 

The conversion of each of the full annual yield curves also 

had to be expanded to a monthly basis. This was accomplished 

by the following function: 

Kt (Oi- Via) ” (eq. 6.6) 

Where:r,= the forward rate in period t 

n= 1to 11 

Given the full monthly forward rate curves, the factors for 

estimating prepayments along each yield curve could be 

derived. This was accomplished by the regression equation 

presented in chapter 4. 

One of the key terms in the prepayment model, the 10 year 

treasury rate, had to be estimated for each forward rate 

maturity (i.e. the forward rate for the 1,2,3,...,30 year 

maturities). This was necessary because the 10 year rate is 

used in the model as a proxy for the mortgage rate. The 

basis point spread between the 10 year Treasury on the
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actual curve for each week and the estimated 10 year 

Treasury for each forward maturity on each of the weekly 

simulated curves (500 simulated curves for each week) 

measures the interest rate effect of the prepayment model 

(see equation 4.3). This assumes that the 10 year Treasury 

correlates with the current coupon mortgage rate during that 

week. Consequently any deviation from the base 10 year 

Treasury (the rate on the actual curve) moving out along 

each of the simulated curves is assumed to correlate with 

similar comparisons between a base mortgage rate anda 

simulated mortgage rate. In fact the prepayment model was 

based on the historic spread between the 10 year Treasury 

rate rather than the mortgage rate. 

I tested various alternative regressors to determine the 

best function yielding an estimated 10 year Treasury rate 

for each of the forward maturities. It was assumed that the 

10 year rate related to each of the maturities along the 

curve based on the slope of the given curve as well as the 

change of the 10 year rate from the previous period relative 

to the change in the 1 year rate. The change in the slope 

was represented by the change between the 1 year and 5 year 

rates along the given curve for each week. The 1-10 year 

change variable indicated a shift in the curve from period 

to period. A shift in the curve from period to period would
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cause the 1 year/10 year relationship to be either less or 

greater than 1 while a change in the shape of the curve only 

would cause the shift relationship to equal unity. 

With the 10 year rate estimated, each of the prepayments and 

regularly scheduled payments, including interest, were then 

discounted at the forward rates along each curve. 

The final data preparation procedure leading up to the final 

program execution was the estimation of the OAS. This was 

estimated by creating an iteration procedure whereby the OAS 

in the following function was initially estimated: 

3690 CF. 
iq 

Price= —— 
». (1+R,+OAS) 

Where: Price= price given by data 

CF= cash flows in period i 

R= the discount rate from the Treasury curve 

OAS= the option adjusted spread constant 

across all i. 

The function is computed and if the computed price and the 

price given by the data do not agree a new spread is
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estimated (either higher or lower depending on the sign of 

the difference between the given and computed price) and the 

function recomputed. This procedure was repeated until the 

given and computed prices were equal to each other within a 

tolerance of. 

The resulting OAS was then regressed against the actual 

prices to determine if there was any, and to what degree, 

serial correlation. The assumption being that serial 

correlation implies that subsequent prices are somewhat 

dependent on the prices in a previous period which I have 

postulated to mean that information available in period t 

was not fully utilized in t but was applied in t+n. 

The resulting prices were then averaged to arrive at a 

Single weekly price. These prices were then regressed 

against the actual prices to determine if there was any, and 

to what degree, serial correlation. The assumption being 

that serial correlation implies that subsequent prices are 

somewhat dependent on the prices in a previous period which 

I have postulated to mean that information available in 

period t was not fully utilized in t but was applied in ttn.



CHAPTER 7 

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

The final regression equation to test the hypothesis of GNMA 

securities market efficiency is: 

OAS=B,+B,Price 

Where:OAS= the OAS in period t, to t, (testing lag 

effect for up to four weeks after a trade. 

Price= the average price in week t 

The hypothesis tested is whether 6,=0. This states that the 

OAS is a subsequent period is not influenced by the price in 

a previous period. Since the OAS is a component in a given 

periods yield (discount rate), this would tend to indicate 

that the yields in future periods (a function of the own 

period yield curve) are not affected by the price decision 

in prior periods. An alternative statement is that all of 

the information used in deriving a pricing decision in 

period t was efficiently used and that none of the available 

information was carried over into a future period (t+n) and 
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incorporated in that periods price. The results of the 

equation are shown in Table 1. 

  
The only statistically significant equation is the one fora 

zero period lag. The equation cannot be rejected at the 80% 

confidence level (two sided test) nor can the hypothesis 

that 6,40 since $, is significant (T test) at the 80% level. 

But with a 0 period lag, this simply states that the own 

period yield and price are related, which is a tautology. 

The equations which would be significant for the research 

question are those with a lag. none of the lag equations 

were Statistically significant at the 80%, or above, level. 

The critical F statistic for the single regressor and the 51
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observations was 1.643. The F statistic for lags of 1,2,3 

and 4 weeks were: 1.299, .381, .006 and .103, respectively. 

If any of the lag equations were significant, I would have 

employed the Durbin-Watson statistic to determine if there 

was serial correlation in the equation residuals. Given 

that the OAS is only one variable reflecting price, the 

error term in the equation may contain important omitted 

variables. This is indicated by the low correlation 

coefficient in the own period (r’=.05). It would have been 

most useful to use the discount rate plus the OAS in the 

regression which is the yield approximation. However, this 

was not possible because each periods discount rate used to 

derive a price was different. Thus, it was not possible to 

represent it by a single variable for each week. Since the 

OAS was the same for each period in the discount process, it 

was the only useful variable to use in the regression. Since 

the equation did omit a significant variable, discount rate, 

the Durbin Watson statistic was appropriate. 

The Durbin Watson statistic looks for first order 

  

* Henry J. Cassidy. Using Econometrics Reston Va.: 
Reston Publishing Co., 1981: 107.
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autocorrelation in the equation residuals.” First order 

autocorrelation is defined as: 

E=Pe,_, FV, 

Where: e=the regression error term. 

v=the classical normal error term. 

When p=0, no serial correlation exists. A two sided test for 

serial correlation would test Hj):p=0 vs. Hy: p#0, where to 

accept H, would be to state that one cannot reject the 

hypothesis that there is no serial correlation and, 

therefore, the lagged OAS is not affected by a previous 

periods price. Since the lag equations were statistically 

insignificant, there was no reason to derive a Durbin-Watson 

statistic to test for auto correlation. 

The conclusion from these results is that the GNMA mortgage- 

backed securities market is efficient at least for the 

period studied, 1991. I would label these results as 

  

° Thid., 285.
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tentative™ because of the data expansion which was involved 

in deriving the OAS for use in the final regression 

equation. This data expansion included the completion of the 

yield curves provided by third party sources and the further 

expansion of the curves to a monthly basis. The expansion 

was basically linear which may not accurately represent the 

true nature of a yield curve. However, despite the fact that 

discount rates may not have been accurately estimated, they 

were at least estimated consistently. Thus, the computed 

OAS, which used the given prices in its estimation, would 

Still have the opportunity to exhibit serial correlation had 

the relationship between the period t prices and subsequent 

periods OAS been statistically significant. 

Another reason that the results are tentative is that the 

difference between the model estimated OAS and the market 

price represents a combination of arbitrage opportunity and 

risk. In the case of GNMA securities, risk is in the form of 

prepayments and their uncertain timing. The consistent 

spread across all the forward rates represents the OAS which 

  

° Brennan and Schwartz. "Bond Pricing", 53. They state 
it in this way, "...we do not wish to be dogmatic about the 
implications of our findings."
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is an average over the life of the security.” 

  

61 avid F. Babbel and Stavros A. Zenios. "Pitfalls in 
the Analysis of Option-Adjusted Spreads." Financial 
Analysts Journal August 1992: 65.



APPENDIX 1 

COMPUTER PROGRAMS USED IN MODEL ESTIMATES 

The programs used in estimating the data and models for this 

paper were written in the APL programming language. The 

language uses some unusual symbols to represent mathematical 

operations. 

The following are some of the more common symbols used in 

the programs 

>/X 

LIFFTIE X 

LIFREAD x y 

x [n] 

presented on subsequent pages of this Appendix: 

the equal sign. Example: a<e(a+b) is a=(a+tb). 

exponenet. Example 5*b is 5°. 

the standard operation indicators. 

take. Example. 5tb is take the first 5 values 

in the vector b. 

natural log. 

go to line x. Usually used with a conditional 

statement such as (x<b). 

call file x. 

Read component y in file x. 

the element number n in vector x. 

shape. Example: 5 6pB is create a matrix with 

dimensions of 5 rows and 6 colums from the 

data in vector B. 
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t = count. Example. 425 is create a vector of 25 

elements including the sequential 

sequence 1 to 25 inclusive
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EXHIBIT Al-1 

PROGRAM TO CREATE SIMULATED RATES 

9 RATES | 
[1] PROGRAM TO CREATE SIMULATED RATES 
[2] OPPe3 
C3] ‘'CHGU' OFTIE 4 MEAN OF SHORT RATES 
[4] 'FCSB8594' OFTIE 2 aFILE OF SD GF EACH MATURITY ALONG YIELD CURVES 
[5] ‘SEED’ OFTIE 2 aFILE OF SHORT RATES (6 MO) TO SEED PROCESS 
[6] ‘'REGSTAT' OFTIE 4 SPEED OF ADJUSTMENT FACTOR 
[7] ‘PATH’ OFTIE 5 aFILE TO COLLECT SIM RATES 
[8] Net © Met o Jed 6 R2eL0 
[3] UsOFREAD 4 3 wREAD FILES [9-12] 
[10] Se€NFREAD 2 4 . 
[ii] KeDFREAD 4 4 
[i2] SEDeOFREAD 2 4 
[12] W2 aCALL WEINER PROCESS 
C414] Ad {SEEDESEDEM 
[15] RNLeSEED ¢ ReSEED 
Cid] LA: PNLeRMLe(1+C(CKDNTXCULN]-RNLD4(S0NIXZON]3)) SEQ, 5.3 
[i7] NeNed 
[if] Re, ENA 
C19] 4(NS80)/L4 
£20] RElL{(R+5E72)xi00) mCREATE INTEGERS FOR STORAGE 
[21] eer2,8 

[22] We 
C23] Jedet 
[24] Net & RNI€SEED $ RESEED C 

£25] J=400)/L2 

C26] La: 14C18500)/L4 

Ce7] KM@5,M 0 LEO FREAD NM @ LeL, Fe ¢ L OFREPLACE HM ¢ Lei 

C28] MeMti ¢ Jel > Rse.d 

CaS) #MSSi) fat 

C30} 30 

{3i] Laika OFAPPEND 5 aFILE SIM RATES 

[32] R2e.0 

[33] #13 

[34] 

C35] 

a
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EXHIBIT Ai1-2 

PROGRAM TO CREATE WEINER VARIABLE 

OVE ‘We? 
. hes vy ive T 

a; AS 

A CREATE THE WEINER VARIABLE EG. A 

Hea 

AfTILego 

Céea((-C@X) 482922 

Jexx¢ (02340, 5) 
ZeC ied )xc 

TF. BN 
£771 Go 

wg 

r
a



fil 
C2] 
[3] 
C4) 
C5} 
Cé] 
C7] 
C8] 
[3] 
£10] 
Ciij 
fie] 
Ci3] 
fi4] 
Cis] 
C16] 
c47] 
Ci8i 
Ci9] 
[203 
fail 

[2s] 
[24] 
act 

Za] 
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C50] 
[Si] 
Coe 
[233] 
C543 
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EXHIBIT Al- 3 

PREPAYMENT REGRESSION PROGRAM 

9 PPREGII 

APREFATHEHT REGRESSION PROGRAM 
Ye1d & YUELO © VINe1G O ERELO ¢ FReLO & HEO 

Lé:KXTeigs-N ¢ KTTe “ixET ¢ AT&LKT aAVARIABLES TO 

CTEkKT, 1 & HNECKT#LSS) 

CONTROL 

’PPREG' OFTIE 1 aCALL VARIABLES DATA FILE 
BOtCCTel)? aAVECTOR FOR REGRESSION CONSTANT-BG 
YecTot “CHMERT)) )*OFREAD 1 3 sPREPAYMENT COMPONENT OF VARIABLES FILE 

© Y€i,0FREAD i 2 ace 1 and C8] ALTERNATIVE FORMS GF Y VARIABLE 
SXT#Y33)- * 

4) aPOOL 

A YeCTeC at (eK TTHy) - 

RitcTal KTTHOFREAD 4 
ReecTeA 

AAD AND aot ARE VAFIGELES FOR THE BURN-OUT FACTOR, 

AQtKTHOFREAR 4 2 aTEY THIS WITH KTT ALONG WITH AAT 

AROT¢CKTHOFREAS 1 3 aTRY THIS WITH KTT 

R3¢CTet aC Adgd=AcT) } 

R4eCTe( KTT#OPREAD 1 13 mTHE INTEREST RATE SPREAD 

Te fi iigedortiii - 

prec deo) @ RECTeDi ATHE SEASONAL FACTOR 

stCTob 
A Ned 

HERO, CAIR2Z, C2) R3,02]7 84, 02125 a , Cea R6 

BMeci, ¢eXf4s 73) 

® X¢Ri, [Z}R2,C21R3,021]84,02)R5,Ce1Y¥ FOR USE Wit 

ai2 3 uo & REG © PL REG, PROGRAM 

Svtextl:] ¢ ShetexE:i] aled4] to end are variables 

AeSZ, 4 
XBARE( +4X) +972 
Wee 

Tele xX : 

MAfBT a INVERT BEGRESSOR MATEIED 
VEE meys CeYDrad3 

Ree, 24 

EeXxXt, XR ag Yel 0, B) 

Bit,5 

BOLYBAR-C+/C CAS BL XC LSMBAR) DD 

YHATSEX+, £E 

Ee ¥-YHAT 

PESIDERG-E 

DFe¢ 522-52-1) 

SSTecchyp te, x Yo-0 00 +AYD 4232522) 

SSEttie( Y-YHAT) £2 

SSREC CBE) +, et. xY)-€¢ CF 4Y)42)2592%2) 

SERECSSESDPI40.5 ma? ERCEE, SEE 

ReeSSkiSST aS We (, Fe) 

FEC RStSE)20(4-B234BF) aO FFEPF,(, Fo 

RMARSCC te CCY-YHAT) 227) )=DF 

YUCUer te, RUAED X ES 

SEUeAet di 1 BYCY) 

StR=(SRU40, 5) ad VUVEUUYC, TS) 

Ai OP ‘ 116 

y LBS-KT 

Li: 

"LAG 15 ! 
'BS' ¢ DMeBt 
'TSs' & DMe(, TS) 
"Re’ oO Re 

ES 
i
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EXHIBIT Al1-4 

PROGRAM TO CREATE FULL 30 YEAR SPOT CURVE 
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EXHIBIT Al1-5 

PROGRAM TO EXPAND ANNUAL CURVE TO MONTHLY 
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EXHIBIT Al1-6 

PROGRAM TO ESTIMATE CALIBRATION 
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EXHIBIT Al1-7 

PROGRAM TO CREATE THE OAS FOR EACH WEEK IN 1991 

PART 1 
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EXHIBIT Al1-8 

PROGRAM TO CREATE OAS 

PART 2 
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EXHIBIT Al1-9 

THE OAS/PRICE REGRESSION PROGRAM 
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APPENDIX 2 

STOCHASTIC PROCESS” 

A stochastic process is basically a collection of random 

variables and A weiner process is a special case of a 

stochastic process where Z, - Z,, are independent random 

variables normally distributed with a mean=0 and variance 

equal to 1 (standardized variable). 

The significance of the process is that its past history 

does not influence it future position. The future behavior 

of the process depends on its present position but it does 

not depend on how it got there. A 0 mean implies that a 

random number is as likely to go up as down. 

A wiener process describes a stochastic process by: 

(Z.,t € [0,~]} (eg. A2.1) 

Where: Z = a random variable which starts at t=0 

  

“~The discussion on the wiener process in this appendix 
is adopted from chapter 1 (particularly pages 32-42) of the 
book by W.A. Brock and A.G. Malliaris, Stochastic Methods in 
Economics and Finance (New York: North-Holland, 1982). 
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t = time ranging between 0 and infinity. 

and: 

P(Z,;-2,;, € H, for isn) =|] (2,;-2,;-. € Hj] (eq. A2.2) 

Where: H = the probability space containing all Z,. 

This implies that Z, - 2,,, isk are independent random 

variables and that the future behavior of the process does 

not depend on how it got to any point t. 

For 0<S<t, the increment 2Z,-Z, has the distribution: 

    

1 xX? P=[Z,-Z. € H] =——_——__ exp|- —“ —|dx (eq. A2.3) 
cs tes! ® 2(t-s) q 

This implies that every increment Z - Z, is normally 

distributed with mean 0 and variance o* (t-s) (o=1 for 

standardization). 

The computation of the wiener variable in the stochastic 

equation used in this paper (equation ) to generate 

interest rate paths is the lognormal variant:
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1 40] xP **] (eq. A2.4) 
XT 

  

    

2 

If W, = Z+u,, t20, w is a constant (a drift parameter) which 

provides a drift to the process. The only change to the pure 

wiener process is that W,-W, is normally distributed with 

mean = p(t-s) rather than 0. The variance remains the same. 

With a mean=0 there is no drift: the process is as likely to 

go up as down.
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